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Big Kahuna  (30” x 30”)  $1200 

 or call 215-913-1975

Crafted by Humans. 
Eco-friendly.



Only the best “cookies” with the most 
interesting natural grain and shape  
become part of the final product.  

Each tree cookie is dried in the 
sun, hand-sanded, coated with a  
water-based sealer, and glued on dyed 

corkboard   made   from   recycled  cork .

All “cookies” are created  
by nature. Shapes,  
colors and wood grain 

fibers are not  
altered in any way.

Unique designs 
are added to 

our website 
f r e q u e n t l y. 
Call or email 

us to order 
a custom tree 

cookie art composition 
tion for your home or business. Works 
of art can be commissioned based on 
your  selection of background color. 

Want something a bit more personal?  
John and Linda are available to cre-
ate legacy art made from fallen branch-
es retrieved from your home property.

A romantic favorite for gift-giving is art-
work that incorporates wood with a nat-
ural heart-shaped grain or black wal-
nuts cut to form the shape of a heart.

Making art using nature’s by-prod-
ucts is a collaborative effort between 
artist Linda Baldwin and woodcrafts-
man John D’Errico. These lifelong 
friends combine their individual talents 
to craft unique, decorative creations.

The idea originated from the love both 
artists have for a simple walk in 
the woods. Both worked as  
volunteers curating wall art  
at a local restaurant 
and brewery to help 
the owner reduce 
interior noise level. 

Linda is familiar with 
the sound absorbing 
qualities of cork and 
wood as a Certified  
Sustainable Building Advi-
sor.  She naturally incorpo-
rates eco-friendly products         when 
when designing home interiors. 

Linda’s design talents and John’s expert  
craftsmanship became a perfect match. 
Together they construct all natural  
artfully disguised noise control creations.

“Tree Cookies” are sourced from peach,  
apple, pear trees, and hard woods.
Tree pods, seeds and slices of black  
walnuts are also added to enhance  
each composition’s appeal. The 
beauty of nature directs the design.
 

Tree Cookies
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Tree Cookies are made from fallen  
branches gathered from orchards and 
woods in various parts of the northeast. 

   Hot Salsa  (12” x 12”)  $150

Stingray  (8” x 8”)  $125
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